Stretch and vibration reflexes of wrist flexor muscles in spasticity.
The surface electromyographic (EMG) reflex responses of the voluntarily contracting flexor carpi radialis evoked by 'stretch' and by tendon vibration have been compared in patients with spasticity of the upper limb, arising from upper motor neuron lesions, and normal subjects. Reflex responses to 'stretch' comprised increases in EMG activity lasting up to 100 ms which were often divided into 'short' and 'long'-latency peaks. The short-latency responses of spastic patients were increased in size compared with those of normal subjects whereas later activity was commonly reduced or absent. In both groups vibration elicited short-latency, essentially phasic responses with activity falling back to or below the background level within 50 ms despite continuing stimulation. These initial reflex responses were exaggerated in the spastics as compared with the normals. In the relaxed state 'stretch' and vibration either failed to elicit reflex responses in normal subjects or reflexes were of small amplitude; in spastic patients both modes of stimulation regularly evoked well developed responses. These findings with 'stretch' and vibration, both of which forms of stimulation powerfully excite primary endings of muscle spindles, support the view that group Ia afferent-mediated reflex action is enhanced in spasticity. The observation that the normal long-latency responses evoked by stretch, which have been attributed to the action of spindle group II afferents (Matthews, 1984a) additionally excited with this stimulus, are depressed in many spastic patients is consistent with reduced group II effects. Observed abnormalities of stretch reflex behaviour did not readily explain the severity of accompanying spasticity of individual patients.